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MEET THE WORLD’S FIRST

SKY UTILITY VEHICLE



STRONGER CLIMB
Climb at 1,275 feet per minute, 32 
percent higher than any other 
aircraft in its class.

CARGO LOADED
The cargo pod provides an extra 111 cubic feet of storage space with 
distributed loading to prevent weight shifting. The pod’s wide loading 
doors make it easy to access.

CLIMB ABOARD
The Caravan Airstair Kit facilitates easier 
entry and exit through the left side of the
aircraft. Taking advantage of the existing 
cargo door structure, the Airstair saves 
signif icant weight over other designs. 
Installation is simple and the modification 
has no negative impact on the aircrafts 
performance or capacity.

RELIABILITY SQUARED
The dispatch reliability of the Caravan models is unparalleled: a remarkable 
rate of over 99 percent. And with longer than average maintenance intervals, 
you’ll spend more time in the air and less time on the ground.

GRAND CARAVAN EX

 THE RELIABLE MULTITASKER

DEPENDABLE, VERSATILE, POWERFUL
With the Cessna Grand Caravan EX, you can count on exceptional performance whether you need it for business 
or personal adventures. This workhorse was engineered for challenging, rugged missions with high payloads and 
short, rough runways. With a powerful engine, class-leading climb performance, and superior dispatch reliability, 
the Grand Caravan EX has the strength to keep you moving.

FASTER SPEED
With the powerful 867-horsepower 
Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A-140 
turboprop engine, you can reach 
cruise speeds of 185 ktas and travel 
distances of up to 792 nautical miles.

CERTIFIED PROTECTION
The Cessna Grand Caravan EX is now certified 
with the TKS Ice Protection system for flight into 
known icing conditions.

RUNWAY OPTIONAL
Takeoff with less than 1,399 feet of ground from almost anywhere. The 
Grand Caravan EX’s landing gear is made to withstand the rigors of 
rough and unimproved airstrips. The large, rough-field tires can be set 
down on grass, gravel, or even more rudimentary runways. 



GRAND CARAVAN EX SPECIFICATIONS

 Numbers are preliminary and subject to change.
*Up to 14 people where certified.

Cabin Height 54 in (1.37 m)

Cabin Width 64 in (1.63 m)

Cabin Length 16 ft 9 in (5.10 m)

Seating Capacity 13 people*

Storage Capacity

 Weight 1,410 lb (640 kg)

 Volume 143 cu ft (4.05 cu m)

Maximum Payload 3,225 lb (1,463 kg)

CARAVAN SPECIFICATIONS

Numbers are preliminary and subject to change.

Cabin Height 54 in (1.37 m)

Cabin Width 64 in (1.63 m)

Cabin Length 12 ft 9 in (3.88 m)

Seating Capacity 10 people

Storage Capacity

 Weight 325 lb (147 kg)

 Volume 32 cu ft (0.89 cu m)

Maximum Payload 3,075 lb (1,395 kg)

RUGGED, RESOURCEFUL, AND READY FOR TAKEOFF
Some businesses need light and nimble and some need strong and reliable. So to accommodate this we offer both the Cessna Caravan and Grand 
Caravan EX. Turn to the Cessna Caravan, for signature rugged reliability and speed. Because it’s lighter of the two you can take off from as little  
as 2,055 ft, climb at a fast 1,234 ftm, and travel up to 932 nm at speeds of up to 186 ktas. When you have heavy loads, our Grand Caravan EX cabin is 
wide, long, and highly configurable. As the workhorse of the pair, it  boasts a 867 horsepower engine that helps it climb at a rate of up to 1,275 feet  
per minute. And with the useful load of 3,567 lbs and a maximum cruise speed of 185 ktas, you can carry heavy loads fast and land almost anywhere.

THE PERFORMANCE IS CARAVAN

 THE CHOICE IS ALL YOURS
GRAND CARAVAN EX CARAVAN

Length – 41 ft 7 in (12.67 m) 

Height 
14 ft 10 in  

(4.52 m) 

Length –  37 ft 7 in (11.46 m) 

Height 
14 ft 10 in  
(4.52 m) 

RANGE

792 nm
MAX CRUISE SPEED

185 ktas 
TAKEOFF 

1,399 ft
USEFUL LOAD

3,567 lbs
CLIMB

1,275 fpm
RANGE

932 nm
MAX CRUISE SPEED

186 ktas 
TAKEOFF

1,160 ft
USEFUL LOAD

3,310 lb
CLIMB

1,234 fpm



A COCKPIT CONFIGURED FOR CONFIDENCE 
The all-glass flight deck in the Caravan models has an integrated Garmin® G1000TM avionics suite featuring the digital GFC 700 
automated flight control system. Feel confident in the pilot’s seat with all of the primary flight, engine, and sensor data in your line 
of sight and complete control at your fingertips. Two LCD primary flight displays and a center multifunction display give real-time, 
critical data including traffic, topographic, and relative terrain data, digital attitude and heading, engine and airframe indication,  
and crew alerting.

YOUR FLIGHT, YOUR WAY

 CONFIGURE YOUR OPTIONS
STANDARD AVIONICS
• GDU 1040A Pilot & Copilot Primary Flight 

Display (PFD)
• GDU 1040A Multifunction Display (MFD)
• GDC 74A Dual Air Data Computer (ADC)
• GEA 71 Engine/Airframe Unit
• GRS 77 Dual Attitude and Heading  

Reference System (AHRS)
• GMA 1347 Single Audio System with  

Integrated Marker Beacon Receiver
• GTX 33 Mode S Transponder
• Garmin Relative Terrain/Obstacles
• Garmin Flight Charts Capable
• Garmin SafeTaxi Capable
• KN-63 DME
• Switch, Avionics Power (Two) (On-Off)
• Artex ME-406 2-Frequency (Non-Nav  

Interfaced)
• ELT with Remote Switch and Monitor Light 

(Dorsal Fin Installation)
• Avionics Cooling, (2) Cowl Deck Fans and 

(3) Display Fans

• PA System with Aft Cabin Speakers

CONFIGURE YOUR FLIGHT FOR PEOPLE, CARGO, OR BOTH
Every Caravan can be configured for commuter seating, high-density occupancy, or to accommodate a group 
of passengers with oversized cargo. The Grand Caravan can also be converted into the Super Cargomaster 
model for cargo only missions. The Oasis interior upgrade gives you the style and functionality to transform 
your Caravan for executive travel. With this comfortable, customizable workhorse, every passenger can enjoy 
both ample headroom and stunning views.



WHATEVER YOUR MISSION

 FLY WITH CONFIDENCE
SPECIAL MISSIONS 

• Search and rescue
Intelligence, surveillance, and  
reconnaissance

• Float operations
Direct intervention on water

• Parachute operations
Both recreational and professional

• Pipeline/geophysical survey 
Visual pipeline inspections

• Aerial mapping photography 
Stability, docile handling, and long range

• MedEvac 
Medical evacuation/air ambulance 

LAND, SEA, SKY — THIS PLANE IS ON A MISSION
The Caravan and Grand Caravan EX Amphibian are built to access remote and exotic areas of the world 
for missions ranging from pure adventure to life and death rescues. The airframe is a durable aluminum 
construction so it’s both lightweight and strong. In fact, it’s the largest, strongest single-engine amphibious 
aircraft on the market. Whether you’re touching down on water or land, the sturdy amphibious floats make 
your landing as smooth as the flight itself. They also offer more storage space, so pack them full and take off.

THERE’S NOTHING MORE MISSION CRITICAL THAN ARRIVING
When an aircraft has a critical job to do, reliability is a prerequisite. The Caravan’s renowned dispatch reliability rate of 99% 
combined with multi-mission versatility, excellent performance, and generous payload capacity make it the ideal platform for 
special missions. Whatever the job, you can customize your Caravan to fit its purpose: install specific equipment, configure the 
interior, and carry people, cargo, or both. Whether you’re saving lives, protecting the public, surveying territory, transporting,  
or something in between, you can count on your Cessna Caravan to accomplish your mission.



NORTH AMERICA
 47 Authorized Service Facilities locations

    8 Citation Service Center locations

EUROPE
 18 locations

ASIA
 7 locations

SOUTH AMERICA
 7 locations

AFRICA
 2 locations

CENTRAL AMERICA
 1 location

LEADERS IN GLOBAL SERVICE
Every Cessna Caravan is backed by the support of private aviation’s largest service network. With an established operator and 
service facility network in over 60 countries around the world, we’re committed to keeping you and your business moving.

There are eight Cessna Service Centers across North America. In addition, Cessna’s Authorized Service Facilities (ASF) with 
parts and distribution are located all over the globe. 

WE KEEP

 YOU FLYING

EURASIA

 1 location

 
MIDDLE EAST

 1 location

AUSTRAILA AND NEW ZEALAND
 4 locations

Authorized Service Facilities

Citation Service Center



OUR OASISTM EXECUTIVE INTERIOR
If executive travel is your mission, the spacious Caravan interior is the perfect canvas for customized 
style and comfort. Configure seating and interior design to your taste and requirements with options 
for amenities, upholstery, seating, work spaces, and more. Select from finely appointed cabinetry and 
top-grain leather to comfortable work spaces and flat-panel video displays.

GRAND CARAVAN EX

 STYLE MEETS VERSATILITY



11 SEATS

13 SEATS

OASIS

10 SEATS
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HIGHLY CONFIGURABLE FLOOR PLANS 
With the commuter seating option, the Caravan and Grand Caravan EX 
can seat up to 10 and 14 people respectively. Seats are lightweight yet 
durable, capable of withstanding heavy use. Seats can be installed and 
removed quickly and easily, enabling operators to fly either passengers 
or cargo, further enhancing the rugged adaptability of the Caravan.

The Caravan’s standard interior collections include Charcoal and Stone. 
Charcoal offers a refined, sophisticated look expressing culture and class 
with a stylish elegance. Stone is brighter, contemporary, and clean to add 
an expanded sense of spaciousness with a luxury SUV feel.

ONE CABIN, MULTIPLE SEATING ARRANGEMENTS


